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Married at First Sight Chapter 2052-Serenity said: “Bring me a bouquet of roses.” 

“Okay.” 

While waiting for the assistant to bandage the bouquet of roses, Serenity also asked 
about the business of spring flowers. 

“Business is good.” The assistant smiled, “The boss has given us a salary increase, but 
the boss doesn’t spend much time in the store recently. She has too many other 
business matters and often has meetings.” 

Every time Camryn had a meeting, she needed Dalton to accompany her, because she 
couldn’t see yet. 

Dalton had become Camryn’s right-hand man and spokesperson. What he said was 
what Camryn meant. 

The two cooperated seamlessly. The business of Newman Enterprise, after Dalton 
entered, experienced a short period of turmoil, and now it was on the right track, and 
there was a faint upward trend. 

The people of Newman Enterprise felt relieved. 

Although members of the Chandler family and the Joyner family would go to Newman 
Enterprise’s from time to time to sabotage and curse, it did not affect the operation of 
Newman Enterprise’s. 

Every time Dalton called the police, the Chandler family and the Joyner family would run 
away quickly. 

Sometimes they would be taken away by the police station, but what they did was at 
most they would be detained for a few days and fined hundreds of dollars, which was 
not painful to them. 

What the two families meant was that Camryn made them unhappy, and they also 
made Camryn unhappy. 

But they didn’t dare to trouble Camryn in Wiltspoon, for fear of fighting Callum. 

“Young Mistress, can our boss’ eyes be cured?” The assistant asked about Camryn’s 
eyes with concern. 



“I don’t know about this. If Dr. Carden promised to come and treat Camryn’s eyes after 
she was confinement, there is still hope. Dr. Carden is excellent at both medicine and 
poison. She said that if she can cure her, she will definitely be cured.” 

If even Dr. Cheng said there was no hope, then there really was no hope. 

Serenity didn’t say this sentence. 

The assistant: “I hope our boss’ eyes will heal soon, lest those bad guys bully the boss 
and can’t see.” 

Serenity: “Those two families dare to come to your store to make trouble?” 

The assistant: “No, but I often see them walking around, and I don’t know what 
conspiracy they are planning.” 

Serenity frowned, “Does Callum know about this?” 

The assistant: “The second young master knew about it, and he also arranged for 
someone to watch nearby.” 

Serenity felt relieved and said, “Then don’t be afraid, they just want to create a sense of 
tension and fear for Camryn, and Camryn can’t see them wandering around, so they are 
just wasting their efforts in vain.” 

The assistant hummed, “They even approached us in private, offering us a large sum of 
money to help them deal with the boss, but we refused.” 

Listening to the assistant’s words, Serenity thought to herself, the Chandler family and 
the Joyner family really did not give up. 

The Newman family’s property was all under the name of President Newman and his 
wife, not under the name of Camryn’s grandparents. If it was under the name of her 
grandparents, it would be fine if her two aunts came back to fight for the property, but 
under the President Newman, the two aunts couldn’t compete. 

Unless Camryn’s siblings were both dead. 

The two families wanted to fight over the family property, but they didn’t dare to kill. 
After all, Camryn was now the second young mistress of the York family, Trenton was 
studying in another city, and Callum also sent someone to secretly protect the safety of 
his brother-in-law. 
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